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Stitching, embroidery, and cloth are the major 
components of two exciting and tactile exhibitions 
featured in our galleries this winter. Although 
the exhibits are from different traditions—one is 
a folk art culture and the other is a contemporary 
practice with roots in spirituality—the use of hand 
stitching for embellishment is vital to each.

Folk Indian Textiles from the Collection of Carol 
Summers looks at the rich variety of textile 
production found throughout India and done by 
anonymous craftspeople. A complementary exhibit 
in The Kenneth and Laura Finlayson Gallery 
showcases the work of contemporary textile artist 
Junco Sato Pollack. Both exhibits are on view 
February 13—April 28, 2013.

Over the past thirty-eight years Santa Cruz, 
CA artist Carol Summers has taken many trips 
to India. He became enchanted by the folk arts 
and in particular the textiles that were worn as 
clothing, used to adorn animals and temples, or 
told pictorial stories that have been passed down 
through generations.
continued next page >>
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Kantha cloth, 20th century, Bengal or Bihar
Cotton, made from worn out dhotis (men’s clothing)
54” x 35”This exhibition and related programming are funded in part 

by Connie and Eric Tiegel, Terumi Irizawa, Moda/United 
Notions, Tavant Technologies, the David and Lucile Packard 
Foundation, Arts Council Silicon Valley in partnership with 
the County of Santa Clara, the City of San Jose, and the Santa 
Clara Valley Quilt Association.
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As an artist, Summers has a 
true appreciation for the beauty 
of the design and craftsmanship 

of these textiles. His collection 
boasts pristine examples as well 
as pieces that are well worn—to 
Summers, this patina of age 
adds to the attractiveness and 
value as it indicates the objects 
were intrinsic to personal or 
cultural identity. The collection 
is eccentric and unique, a tribute 
to the people who created each 
item and to Summers’ vision and 
passion for the spirit of the culture 
and the timeless appeal of these 
remarkable utilitarian and festive 
creations. 
 
The galleries will be fi lled with 
an abundant and colorful variety 
of textiles of all kinds: clothing, 
animal trappings, temple 
offerings, and coverings that are 
embellished with an amazing 
variety of embroidery. Other 
techniques include patchwork, 
appliqué, block printing, painted 
cloth, hand weaving, and sewing. 
The amount of handwork and 
hand stitching is staggering. Some 
of these traditions, such as the 
carefully embroidered Phalkuri 
cloths, comprised of linear designs 
in stitches and made for dowries, 
are rapidly disappearing in the 

twenty-fi rst century. 
Other unusual items 
on exhibit include an 
appliquéd bull cover 
complete with a fabric 
extension at the top for 
the hump of the bull 
and decorated with 
a tree of life, fl owers, 
elephants, and birds. 
Another appliquéd 
covering, has an 
opening in the center 
for a camel’s hump, 
but on the wall looks 
like a contemporary art piece. A 
simple textile is said to be a snake 
charmer’s cloth. This is a quiet 

piece of cotton embroidery, until 
the details of the four patterns 
are discovered. Imagine the snake 
charmer laying the cloth on the 
ground and placing his snake onto 
the cloth and then playing music.

This exhibit will saturate the 
galleries with color and textures 
and transport viewers to an exotic 
local where exquisite textiles are 
actively created, appreciated, and 
employed as objects of function 
and beauty. 

A complementary exhibit in The 
Kenneth and Laura Finlayson 

Gallery showcases the work 
of contemporary textile artist 
Junco Sato Pollack. Meditation 
in Space and Time: Junco Sato 
Pollack—Sutra Chant Hangings 
and Stich-by-Stitch Mandalas is 
an evocative installation by the 
artist. It combines her spiritual 
practice and her exploration of 
intuitive mark making that she 
uses to create her translucent and 
transcendent pieces. 

Pollack uses both technology and 
hand work to compose her ethereal 
pieces. She uses a multitude of 
processes such as digital imaging, 
shibori, disperse dye, heat 
compression, dye sublimation 
(a heat-transfer process), and 
metallic devore (a process of 
removing aluminum from specially 
produced industrial polyester 
fabric that leaves a transparent 
substrate) to form fascinating 
twenty-fi rst century fabrics. 
These fabrics are then quietly 
transformed with thousands of 
hand stitches, a process the artist 
states is akin to “daily monastic 
practices such as studying sutras, 
chanting, meditation, gardening,

continued next page >>

Folk Indian Textiles
continued

Camel Cover, Rabari (tribal group)
Synthetic, machine stitched, reverse appli-
que, embroidery, 88" x 53"

Chamba Rumal, showing the Raas Lila–the 
dance of the cowherd Lord Krishna with 
the gopis or cow girl herders. 20th Century 
Chamba. Cotton, silk embroidery, 21.5" x 21.5"

Kesa Study Series-Kinhin # 5, by Junco 
Sato Pollack, 2012. Metallic threads on pieced, 
layered polyester fabric
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Donor Interview: Evelyn Tuller

Meditation in Space 
and Time
continued

A little over a year ago, while 
attending my Seattle Weavers 
Guild monthly meeting, I went 
to the microphone and gave my 
farewell address. I also gave my 
weaving friends my new address 
in San Jose, as of December 18, 
2011. When I sat down, the woman 
next to me said you must check out 
the San Jose Museum of Quilts & 
Textiles. 

I was amazed to hear that there 
is a textile museum in San Jose. I 
have been a member of the Textile 
Museum in Washington, DC and 
when fl ying into National airport, I 
would stop and visit the museum on 
Embassy Row before I drove to my 
parents’ home in Gettysburg, PA. 
I fi rst heard of that museum and 
Irene Emery, the creator of the fi ber 
terminology used by archeologists, 
curators, and artists, when I was 
back in school for my second degree, 
this one in Fiber Arts. When I 
attended Penn State in the late 
1950s to get my BS in Clothing & 
Textiles, there was no mention of a 
National textile museum. 

One of my fi rst cultural visits in 
San Jose was to our own Museum 
of Quilts & Textiles. I contacted 
Curator Deborah Corsini, and 
volunteered to help hang shows. 
She put me to work immediately. I 
helped hang a couple of quilt shows, 

learned the ropes 
(and ladders), and 
the “lay of the land,” 
while meeting other 
fi bers artists as we 
worked together on 
the shows. Then the 
opportunity to hang 
the Mark Adams 
show was offered. I 
was thrilled to work 
with these pieces. I 
had heard of Adams 
and had seen some 
of his works when 
we lived in San 
Francisco in the 
1960s. That was 
before I became a 
weaver.

It was in September this year 
when I felt I could really call San 
Jose Museum of Quilts & Textiles 
my textile home. The interactive 
AIDS Quilt table was on loan to 
the Museum. I lost my oldest son, 
Larry Tuller, to AIDS in 1995. 
Before he died he asked me to 
make a square for the quilt. After 
his death I gathered my quilting 
friends on San Juan Island where 
I lived at the time. In the designing 
and making of that quilt, they 
became my grief support group. It 
was blessed as an altar frontal at 
St. David’s Episcopal Church before 
it was packed and shipped to the 

Names Project in San Francisco. 
This September, with my youngest 
son, I was able to pull up the image 
of that square on the interactive 
table and revisit memories. The next 
week I took my sister-in-law, visiting 
from Hilton Head Island, SC, to see 
the display. She noticed there were 
two squares for Larry Tuller. The 
second square had been made by 
his Seattle Men’s Chorus member 
friends. I never saw that square 
until this September! That is when 
I decided to donate to the San Jose 
Museum of Quilts & Textiles—I give 
where my heart and passion are.
 
continued next page >>

Threaded Harmony, panels of “The Thread Project: One World, 
One Cloth,” Charleston City Gallery, 2007. Woven by Evelyn 
Bunting Tuller, Washington; Deborah Brandon, Pennsylvania; 
Susan Hull Walker, South Carolina; Robin Hurd, Pennsylvania; 
Bebby Weigand and Penny Morgan, Florida; Carolyn Collins and 
Margaret Kiihne, Minnesota; Gika Rector, Sharla Thomason and 
Antje Goldfl am; Texas. Photo by Evelyn Tuller.

 

and silent, internalized practice of 
yoga and qigong.” 

To Pollack this integration of 
the repetitive processes of textile 
making further cultivates a deep 
knowing and awareness. Another 
component of this exhibit will 
be the opportunity to view and 
participate in Pollack’s meditation 

and art practice in the gallery. 
Her artist-in-residency and public 
interaction will run the week of 
February 13–16, from 11am to 
3pm. With the help of our Museum 
audience, Pollack will fabricate 
a Mandala of Hope, a work in 
progress of stitched squares 
that will be created in silent 
contemplation and in memory 
of the victims of the Japanese 
Tōhoku Earthquake disaster of 
March 11, 2011. These small 
offerings of hope and support for 

the ongoing reconstruction efforts 
will become a part of a larger 
community piece and reminder of 
the human bond that we share.  
In creating this opportunity for 
us to contribute to the Mandala of 
Hope, Pollack is also offering us 
an experience of what she is trying 
to facilitate in her own life—a 
slowing down and appreciation of 
the moment.

Deborah Corsini
Curator



Dear Museum Friends and 
Supporters,

In this season of feeling grateful 
and blessed by what we have, I 
want to thank all of you for your 
support, energy, ideas, and all you 
do to make this Museum successful 
and a valued community resource.

I would like to 
introduce our 
new Board 
member An-
neke Dury. 
Anneke has 
a long time 
interest in textiles and art and 
comes from a business background. 
She will be serving as treasurer. 
Welcome Anneke.

As we move into our 36th year, we 
will be focusing on some new direc-
tions. One is increasing participa-
tory activities for our community. 
You will see increased opportu-
nities for classes and other fun 
hands-on activities at the Museum. 
If you want to offer a class, or take 
one, let us know your interests.

Another new direction is working 
to increase membership. We will 
be encouraging members of quilt 
guilds, weaving groups, knit-
ting groups and more to join. The 
Museum supports their passions 
through exhibits, classes, collect-
ing key examples of work in all 
the textile areas, and supporting 
artists. Members are the lifeblood 
of a Museum. Their annual fi nan-
cial support is vital, and members 
are our best ambassadors in the 
community.

Just a quick update on Quilts as 
Women’s Shelter, as we recently 
held our fall graduation celebra-
tion. On display for the evening 
were quilts completed by the 
women and teens. The participants 
talked about what their quilts 
meant to them and expressed 
thanks to the Museum, Santa 
Clara Valley Quilt Association, and 
Next Door Solutions to Domestic 
Violence for offering the program.

My favorite comment from the 
evening came as a new participant 
was talking about memories of her 
mother sewing when she was a 
child. She said that when she
“fi rst sat down at the sewing ma-
chine [after starting our program] 
it was better than Disneyland.”

As we start up the program again 
in January, we continue to need 
larger pieces of fabric for setting 
strips and backings. The women 
like bright colors and fabric that 
read as solid, which are good for 
setting blocks together.

Marie Strait, President
Board of Directors

For the last decade my weaving 
has been public hands-on-weaving 
with participants bringing story 
threads to be woven into the piece. 
It started with Terry Helwig’s 
“Thread Project: One World, One 
Cloth” that she masterminded as a 
non-weaver in Charleston, SC. 

After 9/11, feeling the world was 
hanging by a thread, she developed 
the idea of collecting story threads 
from around the world and having 
them woven into seven sets of 
seven panels by volunteer weavers 
from all corners of the earth. I 

wove a red panel for “Threaded 
Harmony” with lots of help with 
the weaving at San Juan County 
Fair. It was my farewell to island 
living after twenty years. All 
forty-nine panels were displayed 
at the Charleston City Gallery, 
September 8 to October 28, 2007. 

After moving to Seattle, and 
joining the Seattle Weavers Guild 
that met at St Mark’s Cathedral, I 
was offered the opportunity to set 
up looms in the nave and organize 
a hands-on-weaving experience 
with story threads collected from 
the congregation that was in crisis 
and needed healing. 

Since I have been living in San 
Jose, I have worked with summer 
bible school children to weave 
Lenten altar cloths. Through the 
Glenda Harris Weavers Guild I 
offered kids the opportunity to 
weave feathers into a web at Alum 
Rock Park’s Wildlife Festival. 

The cloth tells our stories. That is 
why I keep weaving and why we 
need a museum to showcase our 
stories and the histories of our 
ancestors.
 
As told to Hallie Brignall, 
Membership and Development 
Assistant
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President’s Letter

Evelyn Tuller cont

Weaver Evelyn Tuller holding 50-year-old 
wedding dress while bride, Barbara Hus-
ton, makes fi rst cut into dress for weaving 
strips which were woven into the Celebra-
tion Altar Cloth. Photo by Gabrielle Fine.
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Dressed in hot pink sequined mini 
dresses, eight beautiful young 
Chinese women were beating 
loudly on large drums, welcoming 
visitors, artists, and guests to the 
7th From Lausanne to Beijing 
International Fiber Art Exhibition 
held in Nantong, China, November 
8–December 15, 2012. 

Red carpets, many speeches, 
ribbon cutting, a dragon dance, 
fi reworks, and confetti rounded 
out the festive opening ceremony 
of the exhibition. After the 
ceremony, the hundreds of guests 
were invited into the four grand 
exhibition halls, newly renovated 
buildings of a former spinning 
mill, and now the home of “1985” 
Cultural and Creative Industrial 
Park, to get their fi rst glimpse of 
the exhibition. It was dazzling. 

Because of our close relationship 
with the Chinese artists in 
our 2009 exhibition Changing 
Landscapes: Contemporary 
Chinese Fiber Art and its recent 
showing at the Dayton Art 
Institute, 2012, I was invited to 
represent the Museum as a juror, 
participate in the symposium, 
and have a piece of my work 
(unjuried) in the exhibit. This was 
my second trip to China (the fi rst 
was in 2010 to Zhengzhou) to see 
and to be a part of this important 
international exhibition. The 
exhibition was outstanding in 
every aspect. The four large 

buildings of the venue were 
each attractively installed 
with the artwork and I was 
told that a professional 
lighting designer fl ew in 
from Beijing to set the lights. 
Over 300 pieces fi lled the 
galleries, at once impressive 
and overwhelming. The 
quality and content of the 
work was well done and 
thoughtfully conceived.
 
All kinds of fi ber artwork were 
represented: tapestries, knitting, 
sculptural pieces, installations, 
surface design and quilting, 
intimate small-scale works to 
supersized pieces. Embroidered 
pieces were prominent, especially 
from the Chinese artists. Many 
of these pieces are created, in 
specialized workshops, directed 
by the artist, but made by others. 

This is a custom that is accepted 
in China, and practiced because 
there is convenient access to 
embroidery or weaving workshops.

As a curator, it was instructive 
to concentrate on a few things: 
international fi ber-art trends and 
artists, the work and development 
of the Chinese artists that I knew 
from Changing Landscapes, and 
tapestry.

Artists from Europe, Asia, South 
America, and North America 
were represented. The Japanese 
and Korean works in particular 
stood out because of their simple 
elegance and sophisticated 
mastery of design and technique. 
Japanese artist Asako Ishizaki’s 
fl owing lace-like piece was a 
stunning textile—cascading 
lengths of delicately woven 
material, red on one side and 
white on the other, streamed down 
from the ceiling and connected 
at the bottom, but never mixed 
colors. Familiar North American 
artists included in the exhibit were 
Louise Lemieux Berube, Nancy 
Kozikowski, Monique Lehman, 
John Paul Morabito, Susan Taber 
Avila, Joan Schulze, Connie 
Utterbach, and Carol Westfall to 
name a few.

Professors Ni Yue Hong and 
Lin Lecheng had handsome new 
tapestries. Many of you might 
remember their earlier works from 
Changing Landscapes that were 
gifts to the Museum’s collection. 
These newer works look at the 
landscape and use combinations 
of fl at tapestry and cut pile. Deng 
Lin’s calligraphic silk pile tapestry 
was a strong graphic image with 
references to ancient landscape 
and primitive writing.

continued page 7 >>

From San Jose to Nantong

Deborah Corsini and Professor Ni Yuehong 
standing in front of Professor Lin Lecheng’s 
tapestry.

A view of a Biennale gallery with Deborah 
Corsini’s wedge weave in the back far right.

Installation view of Asako Ishizaki’s 
fl owing lace like textile.
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Joyce Romeyn Gross, 88, passed 
away on December 24, 2012.  Joyce 
was passionate about many things. 
She was active politically, served on 
the school board in Mill Valley and 
created the unique clothing shop, 
Valerie Ann’s in the 1960s. In 1969, 
Joyce bought an old quilt, and thus 
sparked the central passion of her 
life—collecting, researching and 
making quilts. Over the following 
decades, Joyce created one of the 
preeminent historic quilt collections 
in the world. It is now housed at the 
Briscoe Center for American History 
in Austin, Texas along with the 
extensive research and ephemera 
related to the collection. 

In honor of her contribution to quilt 
history, she was inducted into the 
Quilter's Hall of Fame. In 1993 
Joyce’s collection was highlighted in 
the exhibition, Portrait of a Quilter, 
Scholar, Author: Joyce Gross at 
the American Museum of Quilts & 
Textiles (now San Jose Museum 
of Quilts & Textiles). And again in 
2009 her collection was featured in 
The World According to Joyce Gross: 
Quilts from the Dolph Briscoe Center, 
at the Museum. 

Former Museum board member 
Jean Eichelberger died November 
22 in Alameda after a long illness. 
Jean served on the board in the late 
1990s, during a time of transition 
and expansion.  She contributed 
many vintage items for quilt 
museum auctions and supported its 
programs. Jean was an enthusiastic, 
self-taught scrap quilter and 
for many years met her goal of 
completing a quilt top a week for 
the Children's Quilt Project of East 
Bay Heritage Quilters; she also knit 
hundreds of beanies for premature 
babies. Jean was historian of EBHQ 
for a term and was a longtime 
docent at the Oakland Museum of 
California. She is survived by her 
husband, four children and many 
grandchildren.
–Heather Urquhart, Member

Long time Museum member and 
supporter, Marilyn Abbott has 
passed away. Marilyn Abbott (1934-
2012) was both a quilter and teacher.  
In both roles, she was quick to praise 
and encourage.  With her quilting 
friends she often had suggestions 
and solutions for their projects.  The 
same smile and encouragement 
was shared with the hundreds of 
children she taught over her career.  
In fact, even at 78, she was still 
teaching one day a week in a pre-
school. Marilyn most often said yes 
when organizations she belonged 
to asked for help.  She was co-chair 
of the 2009 SCVQA quilt show. We 
thank her family for designating the 
Museum to receive contributions in 
lieu of fl owers.
–Marie Strait, President SJMQT

Long time supporter, Ann Bear 
passed away on November 17, 2012 
surrounded by family and many 
friends. She was 71. Her generosity 
of spirit, unabashed sense of humor, 
eclectic style, and warm and inviting 
welcome will be missed by the many, 
many people she touched throughout 
her life. Preceded in death by her 
husband, Irwin Bear (of P&B 
Textiles) the pair were infl uential 
in the philanthropic world. After 
leading the Women’s Alliance (now 
named Women’s Philanthropy), 

Ann Bear was a recipient of the 
Judith Chapman Women’s Award 
for Leadership in 2009. That same 
year, Mayor Gavin Newsom named 
May 21 as “Ann Bear Day” in San 
Francisco. Ann and Irwin Bear were 
long-time supporters of the Museum 
who gave generously over the 
years. A memorial service was held 
November 19 at Peninsula Temple 
Sholom and funeral services were 
November 21 in New York.

Elizabeth Jeanne Gosswiller 
passed away on December 13, 2012. 
She was a charter member of the 
Santa Clara Valley Quilt Association 
and a Founding Member the San 

Jose Museum of Quilts & Textiles, 
of which she was a continual 
supporter. She enjoyed sewing 
quilts with friends, and giving life 
to many a teddy bear. She had 
a fi ery personality and was well 
loved by many for her wit and dry 
sense of humor. She is survived 
by her husband Bob of 64 years, 
and her three sons: Robert Jr., Ric 
(Paulette), and Ron (Brigid). She has 
fi ve grandchildren and twelve great 
grandchildren. 

Lydia Van Gelder, who turned 101 
this year, has been a noted fi gure 
in the textile world of California 
for seven decades. Lydia passed 
away on December 22, 2012 at 
her home in Santa Rosa. Early on 
her work “Houses on the Street” 
was displayed at the Pan Pacifi c 
Exhibition at the 1939 World’s 
Fair at Treasure Island. That piece 
now resides at the Cooper-Hewitt 
Museum in New York. Throughout 
her career she excelled at the wrap-
resist techniques of ikat. 

She was featured in three important 
exhibitions in Japan–Kyoto in 
1987, Tokyo in 1988, and Nagoya 
in 1989. She also authored two 
books on the subject–indispensable 
survey publications of the range and 
techniques of Ikat. The books are 
Ikat: Techniques for Designing and 
Weaving Warp, Weft, Double, and 
Compound Ikat, and Ikat II: Ikat 
with Warp, Weft, Double, Compound 
Weaving, Shifu, & Machine Knitting. 

Lydia was an important member 
of the weaving community and a 
founding member of the Redwood 
Empire Handweavers and Spinners. 
She taught at Santa Rosa Junior 
College for 26 years. In 1994, she 
was honored as a Sonoma County 
Living Treasure in the fi eld of 
the visual arts. Lydia’s work was 
featured in the exhibition, Invisible 
Lineage at the San Jose Museum 
of Quilts & Textiles November 15, 
2011-February 5, 2012. 

Remembering Legends and Leaders
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A piece that really stood out was 
the gigantic thirteen-by-sixteen-
foot knitted "Sweater" by Ma 
Yunhui. It was hand knit by the 
artist using specially created 
needles and a thick yarn, about 
the size of a wrist, composed of 
hundreds of smaller multi-colored 
threads. These examples are just a 
glimpse of the hundreds of works 
that were on display. A catalog 
of the exhibit is available in our 
Museum library.

In Nantong, my itinerary 
included visits to the Blue and 
White Museum and the Textile 
Museum. Both are small museums 
that have a specifi c focus on the 
unique indigo and white resist 
fabrics that are still being made 
in Nantong and on the textile 
history of China. Although English 
translations were minimal, I did 
see a demonstration of the resist 
process and an 18,000-year-old 
bone needle.

In Shanghai, I visited the world-
class Shanghai Museum that 
features amazing collections 
of bronzes, jade, calligraphy, 
furniture, and paintings. The top 

fl oor had a wonderful display of 
Chinese minority garments and 
textiles, including two examples 
of baby carriers. These were of 
particular interest as we will be 
featuring an exhibition of Chinese 
baby carriers this year. Showcased 
at the Shanghai Museum of 
Contemporary Art was an exciting 
exhibit, Design Colours Life—
Contemporary Finnish Design and 
Marimekko. It was a treat to see 
the lengths of Marimekko fabrics 
hanging from the ceiling in a truly 
artful display.

Of course, no trip to China would 
be complete without mentioning 
all the delicious food from 
breakfast to banquets. From 
the soups to the dumplings, the 
seafood and varieties of tofu it was 
a culinary feast! Shanghai, with a 
population of twenty-three million, 
is an amazing cosmopolitan city 
and a fascinating mixture of old 
and new architecture, history, and 
adventure. The night skyline of 
Shanghai looking across the river 
to the Pudong is a magical view 
that I will never forget.

Deborah Corsini
Curator

Julie 
Goldsmith
Visitor Services 
Representative
Julie has a 
BA from the 
University 
of California 
Irvine in Arts and Humanities: 
Visual Studies, a mix of art history 
and art theory in the areas of art, 
photography, and design. After 
graduating, she worked in Los 
Angeles as the art researcher for 
a media production company. She 
recently started the Masters of 
Library and Information Science 

program at San Jose State and is 
thrilled to be a part of the San Jose 
Museum of Quilt & Textiles staff.

Teresa Magallon
Volunteer Coordinator and Visitor 
Services Representative
Teresa is a San Jose native who 
took an early interest in the 
arts in part due to her father's 
infl uence—he is a working 
artist and art instructor. She's a 
graduate of Mission College and 
UC Berkeley, where she received 
both AA and BA degrees in 
Anthropology. She is thrilled to 
be at the Museum where she can 
combine her longtime interest in 
clothing design with her passion 
for museum work.

Pamela Albright
Cresside Berg
Susan Clarkson
Betsy Colby
Rosemary M. Corbin
Pam Crane
Marcy Drexler
Anneke Dury
Kimberly Farrell
David Featherstone
Pati Fried
Beverly & Marty Glick
Janet Grace
David Gutierèz
Susan Hammon
Kathleen Hansell
Leslie Harder
Todd Hensley
Jen Johnson and Scott LaBarge 
Davlyn Jones
Jo Magaraci and Patt Bagdon
Melissa A. S. Quilter & Michael 
Freeling
Lisa Runde
Joan Samuelson
Leila Sigler
Siggie and Phil Stillman
Annette and Jack Stransky
Madelin C. Wolf
Ellen Wong

Welcome New Members

From San Jose to Nantong
continued

Sweater by Ma Yunhui, 13' x 16'

Meet the Staff
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Wow! There is so much to share with 
all of you. Where do I start?  The next 
time you visit the Museum take some 
time as you enter to experience our 
new Community Gallery. 

The idea for this space came from our 
day long workshop with Nina Simon, 
author of The Participatory Museum. 
This gallery is a space for you to create 
and experience the “making” of fi ber 
and textile art. We’ve also set up a 
space in our Museum Store for our new 
Crafting Clinic. Now we just need art-
ists, quilters, knitters and sewers like 
you to sign up for a shift in the Clinic 
so you can share your expertise with 
others and demonstrate your craft.  

There has been some staffi ng transi-
tion at the Museum. Longtime Collec-
tion’s Manager Joyce Hulbert resigned 
in December to pursue her textile con-
servation business fulltime. Joyce had 
been with the Museum for six years. 
Besides the daily tasks of caring for 
the 850 items in the collection, Joyce 
was instrumental in providing support 
for many exhibitions and programs 
at the Museum. She had a knack at 
making unique mounts and provid-
ing much needed textile conservation. 
She developed the Art of Collecting 
program that helped to connect the 
Museum to a new audience. Her smile 
and can-do attitude will be missed.

As many of you know the dust doesn’t 
settle long when I’m around and so I’m 
pleased to announce that Nancy Bavor 
has accepted the position of Curator 
of Collections. Nancy brings with her 
a wealth of experience gained at the 
Cantor Center for Visual Arts at Stan-
ford and from her formal education in 

History of Textiles/Quilt Studies at the 
University of Nebraska, Lincoln where 
she received her MA. Please be sure to 
welcome Nancy when you see her.

Nancy, along with the collections com-
mittee, will be performing a very im-
portant duty for the Museum this year 
as we begin to look at the collection 
and refi ne our holdings. The Museum 
has been collecting for twenty-plus 
years. And in the early years there 
was no Collections Management Policy 
to guide the work that volunteers did 
in evaluating, accepting and accession-
ing items into the collection. 

The Museum now has a policy in place 
to guide this work. So we will be con-
sidering items for de-accession from 
the collection. This is a process that 
we do not enter into lightly. This is a 
serious effort that will be approached 
with great care and consideration. 
We are mindful of our obligation to 
the public and our responsibility to 
donors. 

As the Museum’s Director, I look upon 
this action as a means of keeping the 
Museum’s identity clear and focused, 
as a way of defi ning our mission and 
planning for our future as well as a 
method for improving our collections.  
The biggest impediment to collecting 
is our space—we’ve reached our maxi-
mum storage capacity. 

Works selected for de-accession will 
be carefully scrutinized by the col-
lections committee, approved by the 
board, reviewed by the original donors 
and possibly offered to other Museum 
collections. Any resulting sales will 
be handled by a third party and the 
proceeds of which will benefi t the col-
lection. It is my hope that this process 

will make a great museum of quilts 
and textiles even greater. 

There are so many museum-quality 
quilts out there and the Museum de-
serves a chance to secure them for the 
benefi t of all. I know this process will 
spur much discussion and I welcome 
your thoughts and comments.  

To wrap things up I want to report 
that the fall fund was a great success 
raising $73,000 for our programs and 
exhibitions. Thanks so much for your 
generous and heartfelt support! 

Christine Jeffers, CFRE
Executive Director
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